Capacitance transient data from bias-pulse experiments on CdS/ClGS solar cells show an unusual behavior at high temperatures. Above 350K a minority carrier trap, with a rarger activation energy than a majority carrier trap, emits faster than the lower activation-energy minority trap. A simple enthalpy model for trap emission cannot explain this counterintuitive behavior, but the more complete Gibbs free energy model that includes entropy can explain it. We show that entropy plays a major role in carrier emission from traps in CIGS.
INTRODUCTION

CdS
slower-decaying majority carrier. The minority carrier has a shorter time constant for emission, but a larger activation energy than the majority carrier (i.e., the deeper state emits faster than the shallower state). This bizarre behavior is inconsistent with the notion that shallow states always thermally emit faster than deeper states. However, these data are consistent with the Meyer-Neldel mle, which predicts such counterintuitive effects for temperatures above the isokinetic temperature.
For temperatures above the isokinetic temperature, the change in free energy is negative upon carrier emission. But below the isokinetic temperature, the change in free energy is positive and the emission transients are normal: the shallower state emits faster than the deeper state. The free-energy sign-reversal effect has been seen in hydrogenated amorphous silicon solar Celts, but this is the first time this behavior has been observed in CIGS. Our data demonstrate a large entropy change associated with camer emission from these defects, which has implications for solar cell parameters, models of transport in CIGS, and the interpretation of defect spectroscopies.
EXPERIMENT
Thin-film ZnOlCdSlClGS solar cells were grown on molybdenum-coated, soda-lime glass.
The CIGS absorber layer was grown using the three-stage process by thermal evaporation. Details of the complete cell growth and solar cell characterization may be found elsewhae. Figure IC continues the transient trend with a decrease in amplitude of the majoritycarrier trap, P2, until it is not observed below 212 K. In this contribution, we focus on the emission behavior of traps E l and P1, but note that trap P2 was previously analyzed by our group. [7] For high temperatures (Fig. la) , the transient data may be fit with the sum of two stretched exponmtials simulating the two-carrier nature (El, P I ) of the transients. Figure 2 shows a good fit to the data, along with the deconvoluted transients for the E l and the P1 traps. A series of transients at different temperatures wse fit in this manner to produce the Arrhenius plots of Fig. 3 , giving the activation energies for traps EI=1.4 f 0.04 eV and P I = 0.3 f 0.13 eV. The unusual aspect of Fig. 3 is that the trap with the faster emission time, E l , has the higher activation energy. The crossing point of the !WO extrapolated line-fits to the Arrhenius data of Fig. 3 
MNR EMISSION RATE INVERSION
Bias-pulse length experiments have led us to believe E l and P I are related to each other and are a result of an amphoteric, metastable defect. These results will be presented in a later paper. We cannot view these traps as simple, but rather as a much more complex entity that is strongly coupled to the phonons and the emitted charge.
In this case, one must view it as a thermodynamic object [l4] Note that the relevant quantity in determining the rate of a transition is the Gibbs free energy and not just the activation energy. Most of the literature on defects in ClGS has assumed AS to be small enough to ignore. Our data show this is not the case.
From Fig. 3 , we see that at T = 7 k the emission rates are equal for both the minority-and majority-carrier traps. This implies that AG is the same for both traps (subscripts 1 and 2) at Ti,, which gives[l5]
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Taking the ratio of reaction rates for two reactions gives revealing the origin of emission inversion between the two reactions for temperatures above and below Ti,. The transition with the larger AH (&d) has the faster transition rate for T > T h and the slower transition rate for T e 7iso. It should be noted that other entropy contributions to emission can and do existfl6] that do not scale with changes in enthalpy, but they will not be discussed in this paper. Data from Fig. 3 give the measured entropy changes for E? and P1 to be ASEI = 48 * 8ke Aspi = 11 k 5 k~. We refer the reader to our recent work in this area.
[l6]
DISCUSSION
Our high-temperature transient data suggsst that two traps, one a minority carrier and one a majority carrier, emit their carriers over the time scale of seconds. These especiaIly long emission times are due to a barrier to emission related to the change in Gibbs free energy during the transition. The change in Gibbs free energy is a function of both the change in enthalpy (the activation energy) and the change in entropy. The large AS values calculated from our data for trap5 E l and P I confirm that entropy contributions to trap emission may not be ignored in models for these defects. Note that the large change in entropy values seen in our data decrease the barrier to emission. This characteristic i s a result of the change in entropy scaling with the change in enthalpy. The larger -enthalpy barrier of El requires a larger change in entropy during a transition for a given change in Gibbs free energy (AG = AH -TAS). Calculating AG above and below Ti , gives the relative energy barriers for E l and P I and reveals the physical reason why the reversal of emission time with activation energy above Ti, can be obsewed in materials that follow the MNR. Fig. 4 shows the Gibbs free energy for El and P I vs. temperature, along with conceptual energy barrier diagrams for E l and P I above and below Ti so. Note that the Gibbs free energy changes sign at Ti , , which is the reason for the relative barrierheight change.
SUMMARY
Our capacitance transient data show minority-and majority-camer trap-emission following a bias pulse for temperatures between 380 and 400 K. The data show an odd behavior in the emissions such that the traps with the larger activation energy emit faster than the lower activation-energy traps. This counterintuitive event is well described by a model that treats the defect as a thermodynamic object with a Gibbs free energy barrier to emission. The data show large changes in entropy are involved h t h e emission process, that lower the Gibbs free energy barrier to emission for the higher activation emissions above the isokinetic temperature. We believe the concept of entropy must be incfuded in future theoretical work to better understand defects in ClGS and related materials.
